
Comprehensive coverage that let you live your
life to the fullest with your loved ones.

Accelerated Death Expense (ADE)
Provides immediate financial assistance to your 
family (10% of basic sum covered or up to RM20,000). 

Death Benefit
Remaining sum covered and Participant’s Individual 
Fund will be payable to your loved ones. 

Top-Up
You have the flexibility to choose either regular or 
ad-hoc top-up to grow your cash value in your
savings.  

Partial Withdrawal
In times of need, you have the options to partially 
withdraw your cash value in your savings.

Maturity Benefit
Enjoy your cash value in your savings upon 
maturity. 

$

Managed by: Takaful Ikhlas Family Berhad
The eligible benefits payable under this Takaful Certificate are protected by PIDM up to limits. Please refer to
PIDM’s TIPS Brochure or contact Takaful Ikhlas Family Berhad or PIDM (visit www.pidm.gov.my)
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Provides protection when you suffer
total and permanent disability 

Ease your burden by paying your future
contribution once you are suffered with

total and permanent disalility

Provides accidental coverage which pays you
lump sum benefit. 2x coverage for death

 due to public conveyance

Provides accidental comprehensive coverage 
which pays you lump sum benefit, weekly 

income and provides accidental benefit for 
medical treatment and surgical operations

Daily income will be paid if you are hospitalised

Provides comprehensive medical coverage
inclusive of immunisation benefit

Provides protection when you suffer
any one of the 36 critical illnesses

Ease your burden by paying your future contribution
once you are diagnosed with critical illness

Provides comprehensive critical illness protection 
from early to advanced stage

Provides protection against child specific illnesses

Future contribution will be paid once your child is
diagnosed with any of the child specific illnesses

Future contribution will be paid once you died, suffered
total and permanent disability or diagnosed critical
illness
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